
Decide which quilt design you want to make...

Option 1 - Applique Quilt

Cuing Instructions (be sure to read through the instructions before cuing):
       - Fussy cut a 5” circle around the motif on your 8’’ square
       - Cut a 29” x 28” square from Fabric A for the top.
       - Subcut Fabric B strip to 3” x 29” for the middle.
       -        - Cut the Cuddle® Suede into a 7” circle.
       - From Fabric C, cut  one 13’’ x 29’’ strip for the boom and three 1 3/4” x
          Width of Fabric strips for binding.

Assembly Instructions:

This quilt uses the Sew and Flip method, listed under the Tips and Tricks section of 
wwwww.shannonfabrics.com. Please use these instructions to prepare the backing and baing and to 
piece strips in each step. Sew through the top fabrics, baing, and backing. Make sure the nap is 
always going towards the boom of the quilt.

1. Spray the back of the fussy cut 5” circle with the fusible spray. Place it in the center of the 
      Cuddle® Suede circle. Stitch down using a stright or blanket stitch. Set aside.

2. If using baing, lay it down on a at surface. Place the backing centered exactly on top of the
      backing. Lifting one side of the backing at a time, spray fusible adhesive to backing fabric and
      sm      smooth backing down to hold in place. Trim the baing to the same size as the backing. If not
      using baing, place the backing down on a at surface, wrong side up.

3. Place the Fabric A 29” x 28” piece along the top edge of the quilt. Use fusible spray to hold in
      place. Using the Sew and Flip method, piece Fabric B, then Fabric C in place.

4. Spray a small amount of fusible spray to the wrong side of the Cuddle® Suede accent piece you
      assembled in step 1. 

4.  (continued) To match the sample quilt on the cover, place it just to the left of the center
      of Fabric C.

5. Bind with 1 3/4” x Width of Fabric binding strips of Fabric C. (Optional: for an under turned binding,
      cut 2” x Width of Fabric strips.) For help with binding, see our Tips and Tricks at 
      www.shannonfabrics.com.

Option 2 - Strip Quilt

CCuing Instructions (be sure to read through the instructions before cuing):
      - Subcut Fabric A  into one 17” x 29” strip, and two 7” x 29” strips.
      - Subcut Fabric B into two 3’’ x 29” strips.
      - Subcut Fabric C into two 5” x 29” strips.

Assembly Instructions:

This quilt uses the Sew and Flip method, listed under the Tips and Tricks section of 
wwwww.shannonfabrics.com. Please use these instructions to prepare the backing and baing and to 
piece strips in each step. Sew through the top fabrics, baing, and backing.

1. Lay the backing on a at surface, with wrong side up. If using baing, trim to the size of the 
      backing. Place the baing centered exactly on top of the backing. Lifting one side of the baing at a
      time, spray fusible adhesive to backing fabric and smooth baing down to hold in place.

2. Following the image on the front cover, place your larger Fabric A strip in the middle of your
      baing/backing. Lift the sides and carefully spray fusible spray to the back side of your strip.
      Sm      Smooth down into place.

3. Using the Sew and Flip method, piece your Fabric B strips, Fabric C strips, and 
      remaining Fabric A strips. Make sure that the nap of the fabric is always going towards
      the boom of the quilt.

4. Bind with 1 3/4” x Width of Fabric binding strips of Fabric C. (Optional: for an under turned binding,
      cut 2” x Width of Fabric strips.) For help with binding, see our Tips and Tricks at
      www.shannonfabrics.com.
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